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The Lifelong Journey of a Taekwon-Do Student

When a student thinks back to the beginning of their martial arts

career, they can remember the one thing that made them want to

begin training in the first place. These reasons are different for each

person, whether entering for personal self-defense or physical self-

improvement; this is an exciting first step towards self-control.

The first belt put on by a new student is the white belt. The

white belt signifies innocence, that of a beginning student who had no

previous knowledge of Taekwon-Do. In many ways, the new student is

like a newborn infant, innocent in the eyes of the world. Everything is

white, new, and clean. Taekwon-Do asks that the new student leave

what they know, what they don't know, and what they think they know

at the door. This way the student can be filled with the knowledge that

their instructor is trying to convey.

Beginning students are given a clean white do-bok and a clean

white belt. Although the belt color changes as the student's

understanding and skill level increases, the uniform remains as white

as the day the student received it. White signifies innocence and yet it

also has many meanings; the absence of color and also signifies
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purity. This also signifies the dawning of a new day in life. As all

students wear their clean white do-bok, they are reminded that by

choosing Taekwon-Do, they have made the first move in a long and

wonderful journey.

This journey is marked by the constant quest for betterment

with the ultimate goal of self-fulfillment and self-realization. Yet every

long journey must begin with a small step. As new students enter this

new life, they must rid their minds of all outside influences, so that the

learning process can take place. This is why at the beginning of each

class time is taken to meditate on clearing the mind. It only takes a

few seconds, but if done correctly the weight of the world will fall off

your shoulders and your "cup" can be filled with the knowledge of your

instructor.

For this learning process to occur, a student must open their

mind to many possibilities that seem impossible at first. That is why

there is an instructor there. The instructor is there to lend a helping

hand because with their many years of practice; they tend to have a

unique knowledge and understanding to the world because of all the

sweat and tears lost, or should I say gained, in their pursuit of

excellence.

When entering the do-janq, it is key that the student leaves the

outside world behind so that they can make the conscious decision to
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better themselves physically, mentally, and emotionally. This decision

is reaffirmed every time they close their do-bok top and with a crisp

snap, tie their belt. With this mindset, a student begins to realize they

have the potential to accomplish anything.

Throughout many years of training, the color of the belt will

change many times - always a little darker, a little more experienced -

as the student begins to understand meanings behind some of

Taekwon-Do's greatest lessons. As a white belt, the student merely

listens to the words. But as the years go by and the training becomes

more intensive, the student begins to understand the meanings of

these words.

Finally after years of sweat and tears, the student finally earns

their black belt. The black belt is the opposite of white, therefore

signifying maturity and proficiency in Taekwon-Do. It also signifies the

wearer's imperviousness to darkness and fear. On the surface, the

student earning their black belt is an outward symbol of how far they

have come. It signifies the combination of all the previous color belts

and is a symbol of years of sweat and determination that it took to

earn it. This accomplishment is one that no one could ever take away,

for even without the belt; the student still has the knowledge and

experience that comes with the years of training.
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Only one out of ten beginning students ever make it to this rank.

And the numbers fall much shorter as a person thinks of the martial

artist who continues and rises through the ranks of Taekwon-Do. For

many, the black belt rank provides a false sense of security because

many consider the journey complete. This is far from the truth. Too

many believe that by receiving a black belt, there is nothing more for

them to learn and they have reached the top of the mountain. Nothing

could be further from the truth.

The reality is the journey has just begun. Those who "really"

hold a black belt understand that the ending of one journey is the

beginning of another one. The student looks at the mountain and

actually sees that they have hit the first plateau and there is a much

bigger mountain range to challenge. Just as a circle has no beginning

or end, the true student begins to understand that the black belt is not

the end of our learning process. It is yet another beginning. Just as

new, just as different, just as exciting as the day the student tied their

white belt for the first time.

The long journey from white belt to black belt is a complete

circle, No beginning, and no ending. So our journey to self-fulfillment

never stops. The true symbol of the black belt teaches us that our

quest for greater knowledge and finer physical, mental, and emotional

achievements remain forever a work in progress.
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As one of the key guidelines of the Philosophy of Taekwon-Do, a

student should be content with what they have in money and position,

but never in skills. A student should never feel they can never learn

more and they must always strive for a higher purpose in life. To do

this and believe their journey has come to an end is to lose the very

drive and will that brought the student to train in Taekwon-Do in the

first place.

TAEKWON
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